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Annotation. The basic approaches are considered to application of facilities of medical physical education at aortic insufficiency on the stages of physical rehabilitation. An analysis is conducted more than 20 literary sources. The mechanisms of medical action of physical exercises are specified - restorative influence, forming of temporal indemnifications, trophic action, normalization of the broken functions. It is set that task, forms, facilities, the methods of medical physical culture depend on the degree of weight of disease, degree of cardio-vascular insufficiency and stage of physical rehabilitation. Engaged in a medical physical culture conducted in form morning hygienical gymnastics, medical gymnastics, independent employment, walked, walking on steps, mobile and sporting games. It is marked that sparing training and training the motive modes are instrumental in the gradual training of the cardio-vascular system. Recommended the dosed walking to lead to a to 5-8 km on the sparing training and to 8-12 km on training modes.
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Introduction.
Pathology of aortic valve meets in 30-35% of sick with vices valves of heart, and on frequency of defeat a rheumatic process an aortic valve occupies the second place after mitral. Life-span of patients, even at the expressed aortic insufficiency from the moment of establishment of diagnosis is usually more than 5 years, and in halves - even more than 10. A prognosis gets worse with joining of cardiovascular insufficiency. Medicamental therapy in these cases is usually ineffective. Life-span of patients after appearance of heart failure - about 2 years [1, 4, 7].

Treatment of patients with aortic insufficiency is complex and includes conservative therapy (treatment of chronic heart failure), surgical treatment, physical therapy treatment, exercise therapy (ET), work therapy, masotherapy, climotherapy [3, 8, 12, 19-22]. The contents of different aspects of rehabilitation at aortic insufficiency, and also aim and task of practical realization of rehabilitation events are base on general organizational principles: early beginning of approaches, staggered functions sent to renewal; continuity of process of rehabilitation; complex character of rehabilitation events; individual going near determination of the program of restoration treatment depending on the initial level of bodily condition, features of flow of illness, personality of patient, profession etc. [5, 6]. But existent methodologies of ET at this pathology do not take into account the degree of cardiovascular insufficiency, that accompanies the flow of disease, and degree of weight of aortic insufficiency.

The work is done according to SRW of Kharkiv state academy of physical culture.

Aim, task, material and methods.
Aim of work -- to consider main approaches to usage of means of ET at aortic insufficiency on stages of restorative treatment.

Results.
At insufficiency aortic valve is used the three stage system of rehabilitation: hospital, sanatorium (local rehabilitation center), policlinic. For the stage-by-stage chart of rehabilitation it is characterised continuity and succession phase-to-phase rehabilitation [6, 9].

Exercise therapy, as a method of treatment, has a row of features, the main of which consists in that for a fight against violations of hemodynamics for insufficiency of aortic valve of heart is used the basic function of organism - function of motion. ET is not only pathogenetic method of therapy, but also functional, assisting prevention of development of heart failure at aortic insufficiency and proceeding in the staggered function of myocardium.

By the basic mechanisms of action of physical exercises at aortic insufficiency is neuroreflectory and neurohumoral. From these positions it is possible to distinguish four basic directions of curative action of physical exercises at aortic insufficiency: restorative, trophic action, forming of temporal indemnifications, normalization of the broken functions [10, 12].

Restorative action of physical exercises shows up activation of motor-visceral reflexes. Under the influences of physical exercise it is decrease, and sometimes psychogenic cortical inhibition take place. In these cases cortex is partly confined streams of natural irritations that goes from the receptors of working muscles and joints that affects on its functional state.

In the reactions of organism patient on physical exercises it is necessary to take into account participation of psychical sphere. Positive emotions that arise up at employments of ET stimulate physiological processes in the organism of patient, at the same time distract it from the sickly experiencing.

Under the act of physical exercises the tone of cortex of cerebral hemispheres is rises up, mobility of nervous process is accelerated, equalization of inhibition and excitation correlation take place, that is weak or break through pathological impulsing. Gradually promoting the dosage of physical exercises, it is succeeded to perfect broken illness and...
hypokinesia co-ordination in process of cardiovascular, respiratory and other systems of organism. The reactions of the cardiovascular system on muscular work become adequate to loading.

The positive operating of physical exercises on trophic processes is explained by their stimulant influence on circulation of blood and exchange processes. As a result of muscular activity coronal arteries are broadened, circulation of blood increases, the amount of functioning capillaries increases in myocardium. Physical exercises that are long-run used, assist to development of microcirculation, activate the oxidation-reduction processes in myocardium, reduce maintenance of cholesterol in blood, liquidate the consequences of ischemic and hypoxias of myocardium, stimulate gradual strengthening and improvement of retractive ability of myocardium. In addition, improvement of metabolism in organism on the whole, and in a heart in particular, as a result of stimulation of oxidizing processes results in proceeding in the endocardium damaged as a result of inflammatory process (infectious endocarditis).

There are development and perfection of compensatory processes that improve circulation of blood due to extracardiac factors during employments in ET. Physical exercises assist the acceleration of forming of compensatory mechanisms and promote their full value, help to develop vicarian adaptations. Applying physical exercises at insufficiency aortic valve, it is succeeded lasted to save retractive ability of myocardium, compensate work of heart in the changed terms of circulation of blood.

Under the act of exercises elasticity of arteries rises, the large number of reserve capillaries opens up, that provides the acceleration of current of blood and improvement of blood supply of fabrics. Under the act of physical exercises in muscles accumulates power substratum (ATP, glycogen) and their expense diminishes, tone of veins rises and venous circulation of blood is accelerated. The rhythmic change of reductions and weakening of skeletal muscles ("muscular pump") assists moving of blood toward a heart. The improvement of circulation of blood is helped by breathing. Intrathoracic pressure goes down at inhalation, a stick action of chest increases, the greater complete of filling of cavities of heart by blood during a diastole take place. It provides the greater systole volume of blood. Abdominal pressure rises at inhalation, that, from one side, strengthens the current of blood towards a heart, on the other hand - increases the amount of circulatory blood due to her "squeezing-out" from a liver and spleen. At exhalation blood in great numbers comes in an abdominal region from lower limbs. Motions in joints also accelerate the current of blood on veins. All these extracardiac factors of circulation of blood compensate weakening of function of myocardium aught.

Usage of physical exercises in the stage of recovery provides normalization of functions of the cardiovascular system and rehabilitation of patient, that is achieved by the gradual and careful training that strengthens myocardium and improves it retractive ability, proceeds in vascular reactions on muscular work and change of body position. Physical exercises improve the function of regulative organs, their ability to coordinate work of cardiovascular, respiratory and other systems of organism during physical activities. Thus, ability to execute the large volume of work rises. The special respiratory exercises with lengthening of exhalation and reduction of breathing frequency reduce frequency of heart beats. Exercises in weakening of muscles and for shallow muscular groups reduce tone of arteriole and reduce peripheral resistance to the current of blood [10, 13, 16].

Medical exercises at insufficiency aortic valve is used with the aim of stimulation auxiliary factors of circulation of blood, tissue breathing, training of vehicle of the external breathing, development of indemnification of cardiovascular insufficiency and promotes: general training of all organism, adaptation to physical activity, increase of tone and capacity of patients; making of arbitrary management breathing at peace and during muscular work at patients, arbitrary weakening of muscles, co-ordination of motions [15].

Methodology of employments of ET at insufficiency aortic valve depends on the degree of insufficiency of circulation of blood. Exercises in ET at insufficiency aortic valve conducted in form of morning hygienical gymnastics, medical exercises, independent exercises, dosed walks, walking on steps, movable and sport games taking into account the motive mode, where a patient is, degree of insufficiency of circulation of blood.

On the hospital stage of rehabilitation of patients with insufficiency aortic valve is used four motive periods: strict bed rest; ambulation; free rest. At an outpatient department – sparing, sparing-training and training regime [6, 12].

At insufficiency of circulation of blood of III of degree (strict bed motive rest) activity of patient limits sharply, auxiliary motions, acceptances of meal, rest room come true by means of medical personnel; ET is used only during stabilizing of insufficiency of circulation of blood and in a period intensive treatment at the improvement of the state sick. Medical exercises are sent to warning of possible complications; stimulation of indemnifications; improvement of the psychoemotional state of patient.

Correctly neat exercises do not bother, but, vice versa, facilitate work of heart, because they activate the extracardiac factors of circulation of blood. To such exercises belong active motions for shallow and middle muscular groups. Motions in the large joints of extremities are executed with incomplete amplitude, with the shortened lever, sometimes by means of ET’s instructor or passively. Exercises for the muscles of trunk are used only as turns on a right side and small tricking into of pelvis. Static respiratory exercises are executed without deepening of breathing. Exercises are executed in a slow rate, from initial position, lying on a back (with heaved up the head of a bed). Amount of repetition: for large joints - 3-4 times, for shallow - 4-6 times. Exercises combine with easy massage of shins. Methodical pointing: exercises for hip and knee joints can be executed with the small help of instructor. Feet can not be torn away from a bed. Motions in hip and humeral joints are executed in turn by every extremity. Initial position for all exercises – lying on a back, with the brought head of a bed, hands along a trunk. At this degree of insufficiency of circulation of blood is used the severe bed motive mode.
At insufficiency of blood circulation of II degree ET exercises direct on warning of possible complications; improvement of peripheral circulation of blood; liquidation of the stagnant phenomena; improvement of metabolic process in myocardium and endocardium; a grant of the easy general tonic operating on an organism that promotes the functions of all his systems (including central nervous and endocrine).

On exercises are used curative gymnastics (CG), morning hygienical gymnastics (MHG) and private lessons.
ET exercises are conducted in position, lying with highly heaved up head of bed. Exercises are used for the small and middle muscular groups of extremities with large muscular effort, executable in a middle rate, with a limit amplitude; dosage – 8-10 times. Respiratory exercises of pectoral type are used with the prolonged exhalation.

At insufficiency of blood circulation of II B degree (lying mode) the tasks of ET are providing of more prudent function of myocardium due to the improvement of peripheral circulation of blood and utilization of oxygen fabrics; decrease of high pressure in the small circle of blood circulation; activation of function of extracardiac mechanisms of blood circulation; development of indemnification of blood circulation; making of the correct breathing of pectoral type with the prolonged exhalation.

The lying mode is characterized active behavior of patient in a bed, independent taking food and self-reliant getting sit then stand. Methodology of ET, mainly, reminds methodology at the heart failure of III degree - the amount of reiterations of motions increases only in shallow joints (to 8-10 times); respiratory exercises are executed with lengthening small strengthening of exhalation that in a greater degree improves a venous outflow and improves peripheral circulation of blood.

Exercises begin to be used for the muscles of trunk that is executed with incomplete amplitude, amount of reiterations - 3-4 times. Initial positions - lying and sitting. For the improvement of motion of the ORP processes in employment the pauses of rest join at the complete weakening of muscles. Duration of exercises - 10-15 min; closeness of exercises - 40-45% of general time.

ET exercises at insufficiency of blood circulation of II A degree (ambulant motive regimen) there is an adaptation of the cardiovascular system to the changed terms of blood circulation; improvement of ventilation of lungs and utilization of oxygen by fabrics; strengthening of myocardium and increase of him retractive ability. It is recommended private CG and MHG lessons. ET exercises are conducted in initial position, lying, with highly heaved up head of bed, sitting and standing (limit). Simple for co-ordinations exercises are used for overhead and lower extremities, with moderate muscular effort, executable in a slow and middle rate, with complete amplitude; amount of reiterations - 8-10 times. Elementary exercises are used also for the muscles of trunk without the expressed muscular effort, executable in a slow rate, amplitude of motions of trunk grows gradually (but it remains incomplete); dosage – 2-6 times. The dosed walking (1-5 min) is included in a middle basic part of exercise. Respiratory exercises of pectoral and mixed type are used with the prolonged exhalation, with the pauses of rest at complete weakening of muscles. Duration of exercises – 15-20 min; closeness of exercise – 50-60 % of general time.

All motions are executed in a concordance with breathing. Special respiratory static and dynamic exercises are executed with strengthening and prolonged to exhalation. Motions in large joints are executed in a slow rate, amount of reiterations - 4-6 times; in shallow joints - in a middle rate, amount of reiterations - 8-12 times. Initial positions – lying, sitting and standing. At the improvement of the state sick a task gradually used to adapt him to physical activities that increase gradually. Physical exercises become complicated, amplitude and rate of motions increase. The amount of repetitions of exercises for large muscular groups increases to 10-12 times.

At chronic insufficiency of blood circulation of I degree and during the period of recovery without breach of blood circulation is appointed the free motive mode. The basic task of ET is adaptation of the cardiovascular system and all organism of patient to domestic and productive physical activities; training of the cardiovascular system and all organism with the aim of proceeding in a physical capacity, strengthening of myocardium, activation of peripheral circulation of blood; making of the correct breathing is at walking, getting up and lowering on a stair. It is recommended CG, MHG, dosed walks. Engaging in a curative gymnastics exercises include exercises for middle and large muscular groups, exercises with objects (by gymnastic flails, balls), with small burdens (by dumb-bells, by the printed balls weighing 1-1,5 kg) and with resistance; not mobile games, playing tasks; different walking, of short duration at run in a slow rate.

Motions difficult for co-ordinations are executed with complete amplitude. These exercises alternate with exercises for the shallow muscular groups of extremities and with respiratory exercises. All substantive initial provisions are used: standing, sitting and lying. Simple for co-ordinations exercises are used for all muscular groups with moderate muscular effort, executable with complete amplitude; dosage - 12-16 times. Respiratory exercises of static and dynamic character of moderate depth are used with the prolonged exhalation; the pauses of rest are included at the complete weakening of muscles. Training in walking on steps (getting up and lowering) in a middle of basic part of exercise. Duration of exercise - 20-35 min; closeness of exercise - 50-70 % of general time [12, 16].

At the compensated state tasks of ET there is training of the cardiovascular system and organism on the whole due to gradually growing physical activities.

The sparing motive mode is appointed to patient with the policlinic and sanatory stage of physical rehabilitation. By the nature executable physical exercises no so differ from those that are used at the free mode of permanent establishment. On the sparing mode is used the dosed walking, distance of which to the end of course of treatment increases to 2-3 km. Movable games of moderate intensity are used.
Training motive regime is appointed to patients in the stage of indemnification of disease on the policlinic and sanitary stages of rehabilitation.

Sparing-training and training motive modes assist the gradual training of the cardiovascular system. Intensity of implementation of physical exercises rises. The dosed walking is about 5-8 km on sparing-training and 8-12 km on training modes. Some sport games, elements of sport (rowing, skiing, etc.), near tourism are used.

At application to the patients with insufficiency aortic valve ET it is necessary to build so that the physical loading did not exceed their functional possibilities. It is impossible to overload a sick heart even during proof indemnification, but needed to want a method the dosed physical training to develop and perfect the conformable mechanisms of the system of circulation of blood on the whole [6, 10].

Conclusion.

Treatment of patients with aortic insufficiency is complex and includes conservative therapy (treatment of chronic heart failure), surgical treatment, physical therapy treatment, curative physical culture, work therapy, massotherapy, climotherapy.

ET exercises at insufficiency aortic valve conducted in form of morning hygienical gymnastics, curative gymnastics, independent exercises, dosed walks, walking on steps, movable and sport games and others taking into account the motive mode, where patient is, and degree of insufficiency of blood circulation.

Perspective is further research of methodologies of curative physical education at the combined defects of heart.
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